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Abstract
Many modern digital products use Machine Learning (ML) to emulate human abilities, knowledge, and intellect. In order 
to achieve this goal, ML systems need the greatest possible quantity of training data to allow the Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
model to develop an understanding of “what it means to be human”. We propose that the processes by which companies col-
lect this data are problematic, because they entail extractive practices that resemble labour exploitation. The article presents 
four case studies in which unwitting individuals contribute their humanness to develop AI training sets. By employing a 
post-Marxian framework, we then analyse the characteristic of these individuals and describe the elements of the capture-
machine. Then, by describing and characterising the types of applications that are problematic, we set a foundation for 
defining and justifying interventions to address this form of labour exploitation.
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1 Introduction

Critical AI scholars have abundantly discussed how AI 
systems rely on humans. The terms “artificial artificial 
intelligence” (Stephens 2022) or “human-in-the-loop” 
(Zanzotto 2019) well summarise this characteristic, which 
specifically applies to ML, the most dominant AI approach. 
These systems continuously learn from enormous datasets 
that contain data entries, generally labelled with a “correct 
answer” that the system can optimise towards. The creation 
of these datasets often involves micro-tasks that are primar-
ily managed via crowd work (Altenried 2020; Jones 2021; 

Tubaro et al. 2020; Tubaro & Casilli 2019). As described 
by Pasquinelli and Joler (2020), “raw data do not exist, as 
it is dependent on human labour, personal data, and social 
behaviours that accrue over long period”. Scholarly attention 
has been dedicated to analysing these tasks when performed 
by undervalued waged workers. However, we find a sur-
prising lack of discussions around those micro-tasks when 
performed by what we term unwitting labourers: individuals 
who are unaware that typical daily activities they perform 
online are exploited to train AI datasets. These activities 
include: adding songs to playlists, accepting/rejecting auto-
correct suggestions, offering feedback to a spam filter, filling 
in a CAPTCHA, uploading photos on digital platforms, and 
more.

Building upon post-Marxian concepts, we argue that 
these extractive practices have to be considered forms of 
labour exploitation as technology companies unilaterally 
extract surplus value from individuals to train AI. While 
scholars have previously identified instances in which the 
product of the labour is behaviour, data, or knowledge 
(Berardi 2009; Moulier-Boutang 2011; Pasquinelli and 
Joler 2020; Zuboff 2019), we propose that the exploitative 
practices of AI training are a distinct category of labour. As 
we explain in the article, we observe an ongoing systematic 
extraction of humanness. With this concept, we refer to a 
sociotechnical infrastructure that is systematically deployed 
to (1) force individuals to generate information on what it 
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means to be human and (2) extract this information to train 
AI systems that can produce human-like content. This cap-
turing-machine is purposely developed by AI companies that 
need human-generated information about an individual's 
cognitive processes and perceptual performances.

The fact of involuntary extraction of labor value is prob-
lematic in itself, as it suggests a form of exploitation paral-
leling forced labour. However, we do not frame our analysis 
of the unwitting laborer in terms of labor rights abuse. To do 
so invites analysis within a liberal paradigm, which places 
emphasis on the malfeasance of individual ‘employers’, 
rather than on the structural features of the digital capital-
ist economy. Further, ‘unwittingness’ is a crucial element 
in our theorisation. The inability of the worker to perceive 
their work, and, when it is made apparent to them, to elicit 
recognition of it by institutions wielding power over the dis-
course of contemporary capitalism, demands an explanation 
that only critical theory can provide. That is, we must rely 
on a methodology intended to end self-serving domination 
over social ontology.

The methodology employed in this research is Political 
Discourse Theory (PDT) (Glynos and Howarth 2007), an 
approach to discourse analysis aimed at ontologically prob-
lematising, interpreting, and investigating a phenomenon—
in this case, individual's work exploitation in AI training. 
In alignment with Relational Ontology (Rosenberger and 
Verbeek 2015), and Actor-Network Theory (Latour 2007), 
PDT explores the essential relations between different actors 
that play a role in how the phenomenon unfolds (Bahman-
teymouri 2021). PDT ontological investigation involves a 
critique of the existing political, economic, and social rela-
tions that create the conditions for a phenomenon to take 
place and offers a tool to reveal overlooked or hidden rela-
tions within a context.

We begin this article by offering some background on the 
theoretical framing used in our analysis, and in particular, 
Marxian and Post-Marxian theories of labour exploitation 
and digital labour exploitation. We then present four case 
studies representative of the unwitting labourers exploited 
to train AI systems: reCAPTCHA, content recommenda-
tion, content creation, and spam filtering. We then move 
to identify the characteristic of these labourers against the 
existing definition of labour and worker. Finally, we discuss 
the implication of this work and illustrate the concept of 
humanness extraction in more detail.

2  Methodology

PDT is an ontological approach to discourse analysis used 
to analyse the nature of social relations, the structures that 
have shaped these relations, and the nature of economic and 
social interactions. The approach was initially introduced by 

Laclau and Mouffe (1985) using Gramsci and Althusser’s 
work to tackle problems of class reductionism and economic 
determinism. The approach focuses on the questions of those 
social, cultural, and ideological features that have struc-
tured the human subject (Glynos and Howarth 2007). PDT 
is a post-positivism approach (Glynos et al. 2009), while it 
suggests using paradigms of the positivistic approach and 
universal causal laws such as Marxian concepts and theo-
ries about capital accumulation and capitalist exploitation, 
it also emphasises an in-depth analysis of contextualised 
impacts of meanings, beliefs, and norms as well as ideolo-
gies. PDT employs a retroductive mode of reasoning. Ret-
roductive inferences primarily focus on inferring what is 
not observed (Bahmanteymouri 2016: 15) and offer a tool 
to theorise, explain, and analyse concepts that may seem 
farfetched or unlikely. It provides an appropriate tool for 
overlooked or hidden phenomena in theory and empirical 
fields of social and political sciences. Retroductive reasoning 
is an effective analytical method for critiquing structures, 
norms, circumstances, or other actual and real data that have 
been obscured.

3  Theoretical framework

A key feature of a post-Marxian conception of the economy 
is that any capitalist economy necessarily produces surplus 
value (Žižek 2008). Marx explains that surplus value is an 
excess produced in addition to the original value in the cir-
culation of money–commodity–money (1887, 104). The 
capitalist produces and owns the surplus value, which allows 
for the accumulation of capital that is necessary to maintain 
the capitalist system. Surplus value is enabled by the con-
stant circulation of capital, which can be enabled—among 
other aspects—by new technologies, new consumeristic ven-
tures, and new things to commodify, as well as new forms 
of labour exploitation and new social and political relations 
to help overcome economic downturns (Fuchs 2014; Žižek 
2008).

3.1  Marxian and post‑Marxian labour exploitation

The necessity logic of constant surplus value creates the 
conditions for labour exploitation in all forms of capital-
ism, from industrial capitalism to digital or communicative 
capitalism and cognitive capitalism (Dean et al. 2006). The 
most obvious and visible form of exploitation is connected 
to reducing labour costs, which is needed to maximise the 
surplus value. Another form of exploitation is alienation, or 
the ideological dimension of capitalism. Workers become 
alienated when they lose the object of production and their 
human value and become, instead, quantitative units of 
labour without agency. Following Marx, Gramsci (2001) 
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clarifies how the ideology of the bourgeoisie has shaped the 
structure and culture in a way that exploitation and aliena-
tion are normalised and, in large part, accepted. Marx (1932) 
describes alienation as dehumanised and objectified: rather 
than selling their product, workers sell their labour and time 
to create a product. The source of value for the capitalist thus 
shifts from the human subject—the worker—to the product.

The idea that we will elaborate in this article is that 
humans unconsciously assume the status of labourers when 
they unwittingly contribute to creating AI datasets. This idea 
is related to the concept of immaterial labour introduced 
by the Italian Autonomist Marxists, in particular by Laz-
zarato (1996), who suggested applying the term labour to 
some activities that are not typically recognised as work. 
Lazzarato’s examples are “those activities involved in defin-
ing and fixing cultural and artistic standards, fashions, tastes, 
consumer norms, and, more strategically, public opinion” 
(ibid.). Similarly, Terranova (2000) defined these as forms 
of cultural labour which have been “voluntarily channelled 
and controversially structured within capitalist business 
practices”. As opposed to previous stages of capitalism, in 
current capitalism, value and surplus value come from “the 
mind, language, and creativity” (Berardi 2009: 21).

This mode of labour shifts the locus of value creation 
from manual inputs to behavioural, attitudinal, and imagi-
native inputs. In the theorising of Autonomist Marxism, 
immaterial labour enhances the autonomy of workers or at 
least those whose work is inseparable from digital machines, 
but this optimism now seems misplaced. Increasingly, the 
value created by immaterial labour is no less susceptible to 
appropriation by machine owners than the material labour 
of classical factory workers. Indeed, as this paragraph was 
typed, an increasingly shrewd AI built into Microsoft Word 
offered plausible suggestions for sentence continuation, 
using the work of millions of writers before us to become 
more adept at authorship.

3.2  Digital labour exploitation

The original concept of labour was further extended and 
challenged with the rise of new digital technologies, but the 
Marxian logic of the worker creating products and subse-
quently being alienated from the power enabled by those 
products remains the same. The human-produced informa-
tion via digital platforms and online services feeds into the 
power of platform owners (Dean et al. 2006), as the technical 
infrastructure that collects and funnels data is not owned by 
those producing the data (Dean 2015).

Gandini (2021) offers an accurate analysis of the geneal-
ogy and evolution of the expression “digital labour”. While 
he argues that the expression has now become an empty 
signifier, we still adopt this expression as a wide-spectrum 
term that encompasses a variety of relationships between 

the worker and digital companies. Some forms of digital 
labour employ a typical employer–employee relationship: 
so-called platform-labour, i.e. forms of work that are medi-
ated by digital technology (Van Doorn 2017). This form of 
work has been thoroughly illustrated by Jones (2021), who 
poignantly wrote that "the poor and dispossessed now unwit-
tingly train the very machines built to … replace their role 
in the labour process."

Another form of digital labour includes unpaid leisure 
activities performed on digital platforms (Ritzer and Jurger-
nson 2010; Postigo 2016). One type of this relationship is 
user labour on digital platforms and social media, which has 
traits of Fuchs' (2012) theory of value based on labour time 
and the Autonomist Marxist's views described above. These 
unwaged activities, like posting content on social media or 
providing ratings or signals of good and bad content (e.g. by 
upvoting or downvoting or liking or favouriting), are consid-
ered forms of labour by scholars, including Scholz (2012) 
and Fuchs (2011): social media users are exploited as they 
contribute their labour time without reimbursement.

Even before the advent of social media, Terranova (2000) 
identified a similar form of unwaged exploitation, which she 
called free labour, through voluntary content moderation. At 
the turn of the century, Terranova recognised that IT com-
panies were commodifying the contributions of commu-
nity moderators. Chat moderators would “work long hours 
and love it” (and by doing so, contributed towards AOL-
America Online generating at least $7 million a month). 
Other examples included developers modifying software 
packages in the open-source community, building virtual 
spaces on (text-based) virtual reality systems, and individu-
als participating in mailing lists. This category of Internet 
users was described as “simultaneously voluntarily given 
and unwaged, enjoyed and exploited”.

Another example of “free labour (produced) by the free 
multitudes of the internet” is offered by Pasquinelli (2009): 
human intelligence, collectively created by users that click 
through Internet hyperlinks, is extracted by the ‘parasite’ 
Google to construct and update their proprietary Page Rank 
algorithm. In more recent years, Ekbia and Nardi (2017) 
introduced the concept of heteromation to describe com-
puter-mediated mechanisms that extract value “through 
billions of tiny moments of labour” via active engagement 
and invisible control. Heteromation extracts economic value 
from low-cost or free labour in digital technologies, which 
is often hidden labour: individuals participating in these 
activities are unaware that their work is transformed into 
commodities (ibid.).

Despite this growing literature arguing that users’ con-
tribution to data creation should be considered labour, we 
identify the need to specifically analyse training data. As 
we will explain later in the article, the creation of training 
data needs a unique form of human involvement and specific 
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exploitative dynamics that, we argue, place this form of data 
in an ontologically unique space that deserves to be analysed 
and criticised separately.

4  Case studies

In this section, we present four case studies from a range 
of different digital applications to clarify how humanness 
is generated by unwitting trainers and extracted by digital 
companies.

4.1  ReCAPTCHA

ReCAPTCHA is an online challenge-response test first 
implemented to detect bots and stop them from accessing 
web pages or digital services. The system asks page visi-
tors to “prove your humanity”. This system displays some 
prompts to the Internet user, usually images but sometimes 
audio, who has the task of identifying objects or patterns 
within these prompts. ReCAPTCHA was used to gather 
enormous amounts of data to train AI, and it was acquired 
by Google in 2009, just 2 years after the data acquisition 
function was put in place (O'Malley 2018; Justie 2020). 
ReCAPTCHA was used to obtain the training data required 
to digitise the Google Books collection (O'Malley 2018). 
When an Internet user wanted to access a web service 
protected by reCAPTCHA, two words in difficult-to-read 
formats were shown in a form intended to be readable to 
humans and not robots (Avanesi and Teurlings 2022). Given 
the pervasiveness of the reCAPTCHA tool, which was used 
from websites for buying concert tickets to logging onto 
government services, the practice of reading and transcrib-
ing these words became readily accepted by users. By 2011, 
enough training data had been collected to digitise the entire 
Google Books archive and 13 million New York Times 
articles (O'Malley 2018). In 2014, Google began using the 
system to gather training data for other image-based appli-
cations, such as self-driving vehicles or map improvements 
(ibid.). ReCAPTCHA started presenting users with photo-
graphs, and users were asked to identify things within the 
photographs (Fig. 1). For example, a user might be presented 
with an image of a road and asked to identify which part of 
the picture has traffic lights in them.

4.2  Content recommendation

AI-powered recommendation engines drive many of our 
daily choices: movies to watch, products to purchase, tourist 
attractions to see, and travel routes to avoid traffic (or police 
control). Most of these recommender systems have similari-
ties in that data harvested from unwitting workers is used 
in their algorithms. In this case study, we explore the case 

of Spotify, the market-leading music streaming platform, 
which heavily relies on human-produced data to inform its 
recommendations. Specifically, it utilises three algorithmic 
models: collaborative filtering, natural language processing 
(NLP), and audio analysis (Hodgson 2021; Spotify 2021).

Collaborative filtering is an algorithmic strategy that 
compares user ratings, interactions, and behaviours against 
one another to generate new recommendations (Hodgson 
2021; Webster et al. 2016). Gustave Söderström, Spotify’s 
Chief Research and Design Officer, explains that when a 
large group of users put the same songs in the same playlist, 
this communicates to Spotify that these songs are likely to 
have something in common (Spotify 2021). This strategy is 
used to help Spotify create curated playlists for other users. 
For example, when developing a playlist of happy songs, 
playlist curators can “look for songs that people tend to put 
on playlists called happy, …[and] we can look at the char-
acteristics of those songs” (ibid.). Söderström acknowledges 
that Spotify has an “incredibly valuable advantage” of being 
able to scrape “hundreds of millions of playlists … which 

Fig. 1  A typical reCAPTCHA task performed by Internet users every 
day
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(is) arguably the largest music curation database in his-
tory, growing larger every minute to over 4 billion playlists 
today”. He also proudly admits that Spotify has “listening 
data on how people interacted with the music, lots and lots 
and lots of listening data” (ibid.).

NLP is utilised by The Echo Nest, a company acquired by 
Spotify in 2014, to “understand music at scale the way that 
humans understand music” (ibid.). The Echo Nest employs 
a set of automated software (bots or crawlers) to determine 
“how people describe music [and] what are the words people 
use” (ibid.). These bots and crawlers “go and read the entire 
Internet and [find] all these blogs, reviews, all sorts of stuff, 
in order to see how music [is] being described, and then 
doing natural language processing on top of that” (ibid.). 
Ajay Kalia, Product Director of Personalisation at Spotify, 
offers a practical example: if the music of a particular art-
ist continuously gets described as “jangle pop” by online 
communities, then the algorithm learns to associate “jan-
gle pop” with that artist (ibid.). This method helps Spotify 
to understand connections between artists and to build an 
understanding of music in a nuanced and human way.

Finally, audio analysis uses Music Information Retrieval 
techniques to extract auditory and musical features from 
songs computationally. These features are compared against 
other songs to automatically identify similarities and differ-
ences between songs.

4.3  Content generation

There has been a lot of hype in recent months around a class 
of AI systems that generate text, music, visual art, and other 
forms of output from textual prompts. Increasingly, systems 
such as GPT-3 (text), Jukebox (music), and Midjourney 
(images) are producing impressive human-like content.

One example of content generation is Copilot, an AI tool 
developed by GitHub to autocomplete code as a developer 
is typing it. Copilot does not autocomplete just one line of 
code but can provide entire functions (blocks of code) that 
solve a problem in its entirety. This feature is enticing to 
developers, because it can save a lot of time by automating 
low-value programming tasks. The Copilot training set is 
based on publicly available code and text on the Internet, 
including public repositories on GitHub. Microsoft, which 
acquired GitHub in 2018, subsequently integrated Copilot 
into its widely used integrated developer environment prod-
ucts, such as Microsoft Visual Studio (Wiggers 2022).

Other examples are the art-generating systems like Mid-
Journey, DALL-E, and Stable Diffusion. These AI systems 
generate images when provided with text prompts, incorpo-
rating objects, styles, and context. The training data for these 
systems comes from datasets of publicly available images 
on the Internet, such as ImageNet, which are “scraped” 
(automatically identified and downloaded) from websites 

like Flickr, YouTube, and social media platforms (Denton 
et al. 2021). These images include photos taken and art 
drawn or painted that have been uploaded to the Internet 
by humans (whether by professionals or everyday people). 
In many cases, these images are labelled by the image crea-
tors themselves, or by other humans through crowdsourcing/
crowdworking platforms like Amazon's Mechanical Turk 
(Mturk 2017).

Similarly, some ML-based solutions to generate new 
music are currently being developed and have attracted the 
interest of venture capital investors (Morreale 2021). These 
systems are trained with a catalogue of existing music, either 
as raw audio or in notational format, and generate music 
based on the examples it has “heard”. Spotify, which is also 
active in the AI-music creation space, recently had a job 
opening for a research scientist working in AI-music crea-
tion, which indicated that the new team member would be 
“using the latest Artificial Intelligence techniques, as well as 
the huge data sets available at Spotify” (ibid.).

4.4  Spam filtering

Spam filters use a combination of human-defined rules and 
human-produced training data to identify unsolicited or gen-
erally undesirable emails. Some human-defined rules are rel-
atively obvious, such as emails containing the text of known 
scams or emails coming from email addresses known to send 
spam. However, spammers are naturally one step ahead of 
those manually creating these rules. Email providers, thus, 
must constantly catch up on the latest tactics while ensuring 
that false positives are minimised (i.e. legitimate emails are 
not getting caught in spam filters). To address this prob-
lem, algorithms have been developed to take a probabilistic 
approach to spam. They use content and technical meta-data 
to evaluate the likelihood of an email being spam based on 
the “features” or “signals” in the email. For example, certain 
phrases, originating countries, or formatting choices might 
indicate spam. Individually, these features cannot conclude 
that an email is spam, but in aggregate, they could lead to 
high confidence that a certain email is spam.

In order to gather training data, when a human user asks 
an email client to move an email to spam, the program 
passes it to the spam filter as a labelled example of spam. 
Other emails not marked as spam may also be given to the 
spam filter as examples of “not spam”. With millions of 
users receiving billions of emails daily, a significant corpus 
of labelled data is available to classify spam filters. From 
this, these systems can identify patterns and extract features 
of emails that indicate whether it is spam or not. This form 
of collaborative filtering is similar to a recommendation 
engine, although it is used to remove content rather than 
promote it.
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5  Characteristics of unwitting AI trainers

Following a PDT approach, we deploy retroductive infer-
ences to test our theoretical framework—the Marxian 
theory of surplus value and the post-Marxian immaterial 
labour—in the cases studies presented above. While dif-
ferent in purposes and potential harm, the selected cases 
share motivations and processes of gathering data from 
individuals. This section identifies common features 
among these different applications and how they interact 
with unwitting AI trainers. This exercise will ground the 
discussions that will follow in the final section.

5.1  Unawareness

In all of our case studies, individuals interacting with AI 
systems are mostly unaware of these data capture practices. 
When GitHub users started hosting their code on the plat-
form years ago, they were surely not expecting that code 
then being used to train an AI system. For example, in a 
demonstration of both how Copilot is built on data gener-
ated by humans and the limitations of modern AI systems if 
a user asks Copilot to autocomplete an “about me” section 
of a website, it consistently provides content and links to the 
GitHub and Twitter profiles of a software engineer named 
David Celis (Gergshron 2021). Celis was not asked permis-
sion to use his page content, yet Copilot has decided that his 
example is canonical. Several lawsuits have since been filed 
alleging copyright infringement by GitHub and Microsoft in 
the development of Copilot, despite the code being posted 
with open-source licenses (Vincent 2022).

ReCAPTCHA users (i.e. virtually all Internet users) are 
similarly unaware of these extractive practices. The training 
data gathered by reCAPTCHA has been generated without 
the users producing it knowing what they are doing or pro-
viding informed consent. CAPTCHAs are largely carried out 
on third-party websites, and, as such, it is not apparent to the 
user that the micro-task they are performing produces train-
ing data that Google can harness in their projects. If the user 
wants to become aware of how their data and activities are 
being harnessed, they do not have the option, because infor-
mation about the algorithmic use of user data is inaccessible 
(Bartlett et al. 2022). For example, in the reCAPTCHA case, 
an interested user clicking on the “privacy policy and terms 
of use” button is redirected to generic Google policies that 
offer no specific information about the reCAPTCHA itself. 
As Lung aptly puts it, “reCAPTCHA is opaque in that it is 
not apparent from the task or context that reCAPTCHA solv-
ers are performing free, menial labour” (2012, 212).

Having characterised labourers solving CAPTCHAs to 
train AI as unwitting does not rule out the possibility that 

a minority might notice, and resent, the value they are pro-
ducing with no proper compensation. When this happened 
in respect of Google’s reCAPTCHA service it resulted in 
an innovative legal challenge. The plaintiffs in Rojas-
Lozano v. Google (2016) argued they had unknowingly 
worked for the tech giant by completing the company’s 
reCAPTCHA tests, describing this test as an extraction of 
free labour. Employment law remains poorly adapted to 
this scenario, and the case against Google failed. Although 
the Court agreed that Google had profited, it could not 
perceive any appreciable loss to users because no reason-
able consumer would expect compensation. This outcome 
aptly exposes the problem we seek to highlight in that the 
expectations of reasonable consumers enact the prevailing 
cultural hegemony. Thus, producing consumers, or ‘pro-
sumers’, are rendered insensible to their own compensa-
ble work, because it is not compensated. Consequently, 
despite the notoriety the case earned in the tech commu-
nity, the general public remains oblivious to the fact that 
its engagement with CAPTCHA puzzles generates sub-
stantial value for Google. (cf Cherry, 2016).

As another example from our case studies, music blog 
and forum users are also unaware that their engagement with 
these platforms and their reviewing activities are harnessed 
by The Echo Nest and Spotify to improve their recommenda-
tions—particularly if the website they are on carries no men-
tion of Spotify or their branding. While some Spotify users 
might know that their behaviour is constantly logged and 
monitored, most are unaware that their interactions with the 
app—including creating playlists and skipping songs—are 
all signals used by the company to improve their algorith-
mic recommendations. This observation resonates with a 
comment from Morris (2015): “users cannot participate in 
cloud music without working. ” Also, in most cases, artists 
do not opt-in to having their music used in these AI-music 
generation training sets. Likewise, users flagging an email 
as “spam” are not aware that this action will trigger a signal 
that will be used by the AI to improve the quality of the 
spam filtering.

Following the theoretical framing employed in this study, 
these are exemplary cases of workers' labour contributing 
to creating surplus value for a private company. Whether or 
not the individual performing these tasks recognises these 
activities as labour, this type of work is hidden from the 
labourer (Ekbia and Nardi 2017). These are also the labour-
ers that Marx described: “they do not know it, but they are 
doing it” (cited in Žižek 2008, p. 16).

The lack of awareness is not an unfortunate accident but 
rather a systemic feature embedded in these systems to hide 
the labour. Sadowski (2022) refers to the “structural obfusca-
tion of human labour” when discussing the artful operations 
performed by AI companies to disguise their real operations. 
This comment resonates with previous comments from Irani 
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(2015) when describing the conditions of Mechanical Turk 
workers. She explains that “hiding the labour” is crucial to 
the success of data startups to become valued by investors. 
Similarly, Zuboff (2019) has argued that an essential condi-
tion for knowledge production is the ability of surveillance 
capitalism to evade our awareness.

5.2  Non‑consensual labour

Consent is often considered an important part of an agree-
ment to ensure that both parties benefit from a relationship 
or, if one side does not benefit, that they have at least given 
permission for the relationship to take place (Eyal 2019, 
Zwolinski 2018). In traditional working agreements, an 
employer and employee sign a contract that stipulates the 
working conditions for the employee and employer, as well 
as what each can expect of the other. To properly consent, 
the party is expected to do so voluntarily and understand 
what they are consenting to (Eyal 2019). In our case studies, 
the lack of awareness has a direct consequence on consent, 
as it means that people are not able to give informed consent.

Zwolinksi points out that where consent is not given, the 
person in question is exploited (2017, 154). In these cases, 
one party to the agreement has taken undue advantage of 
the other party.

While in some instances, an individual may give some 
form of consent (e.g. ticking a box that they have read the 
Terms and Conditions), they may not be aware of what they 
are actually consenting to. For example, Google requires 
the website owner and operator to obtain consent for the 
data that the reCAPTCHA collects, but they need only do 
this by asking permission for the website to use Application 
Programming Interfaces (APIs), which are essentially soft-
ware interfaces that allow two applications to exchange data 
(Slack 2022). Thus, although consent is legally obtained, 
the user is not well informed. To make matters worse, in the 
reCAPTCHA scenario, the task is presented as a barrier that 
prevents access to a service that the individual wants to use, 
essentially forcing the user to complete the task.

Furthermore, employing the Marxian interpretation of 
exploitation, whether or not a party has consented or not 
does not change whether or not the relationship can be 
described as exploitative. Exploitation occurs at any time 
that there is surplus value produced beyond what society 
needs. Thus, even if someone has consented to their data 
being used, they could still be considered exploited.

5.3  Unwaged and uncompensated labour

The exploitation of the unwitting AI trainers in our case 
studies takes place outside of a wage relationship. Some of 
these trainers still receive something in exchange for their 
services. After completing an “obligatory passage-point” 

(Latour 1994), they gain access to a service, contribute to 
having a better spam filter, or (supposedly) receive better 
recommendations.

In other cases, however, these trainers receive nothing 
in return for their labour. This is the case of music aficio-
nados posting reviews on websites like rateyourmusic.com 
or commenting on music forums. Their capacity to criti-
cally review albums or compare new releases against similar 
ones is unidirectionally exploited with no recognition by 
The Echo Nest to improve Spotify's recommendations. Simi-
larly, every individual that uploads art or photos to any pub-
licly available photo-sharing platform (e.g. Google Photos, 
Flickr, Instagram) is not recognised for their essential work 
in DALL-E's process of generating new images. While the 
value of the labour done by individuals may be considered 
small (or logistically too small to compensate), it is clear 
that, in aggregate, the private companies leveraging the data 
can earn significant value and profit.

The concept of an unwaged worker first became apparent 
in Marxist feminists’ analysis of housework and the role of 
women in a capitalist economy (Federici 2004). Later, Negri 
(2004) and Smythe (1981) developed the concepts of social 
workers and audience workers to argue how the operation 
of workers has changed because of capitalism. Both images 
refer to activities such as watching, listening, and reading 
advertisements, which are necessary for the operation of the 
capitalist system (Fuchs 2014). As explained by Nardi and 
Ekbia (2017), “the immense reservoir of labour” that creates 
content for Instagram “is unpaid but it does not mean that 
it does not exist”. Similar commentaries have been offered 
by Jones (2021) when discussing digital microwork: “with-
out a wage, one is not quite a worker but a slave, or else 
surplus”, and by Avanesi and Teurlings in their analysis 
of reCAPTCHA workers (2022): “The absence of a wage 
relationship does not equal the absence of capitalism”. The 
founder of CAPTCHA, Luis Von Ahn, would surely agree: 
he has been travelling the world giving seminars called: 
“How to get people to work for free” (Foley 2014).

5.4  Misappropriation of original intent

Another aspect that brings together all trainers in our case 
studies is the misappropriation of their original intent. This 
specific characteristic is one of the most significant differ-
ences between the unwitting labourers described in our 
analysis and those described by previous scholars. In the 
case of the AOL chat moderators described by Terranova 
(2000), the specific contribution of the workers was clear 
and intentional: to moderate chat (thus making it a more 
enjoyable virtual place to be). In this case, the exploited-
intentionality coincided with the exploiter-intentionality. 
Terranova explained: “Users keep a site alive through 
their labor, the cumulative hours of accessing the site (thus 
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generating advertising), writing messages, participating in 
conversations”. Similarly, for gig economy or crowdsourced 
workers, the purpose of their work is evident. In contrast, 
the individual's labour is transfigured and repurposed in our 
case studies.

Wakkary (2021) borrows the concept of f luid 
assemblages introduced by Redström and Wiltse (2018) 
to explain how technology companies hide layers of 
functionalities, such as location tracking, to disguise from 
users “what in fact they are interacting with”. The façade 
of Internet users filling out reCAPTCHA is to prove 
their humanness, which they unquestioningly perform 
to have access to a service. By interpreting the images 
and typing in words, the users think they are proving 
they were human. In fact, in its original implementation, 
one of the displayed words was already transcribed and 
was displayed to test whether the user was a human or 
machine, but the other was a word that needed to be 
transcribed and had no correct answer (Justie 2020). 
Notably, individuals were unaware of which word was the 
test, so they were forced to complete both to gain access 
to their desired service. The underlying purpose that they 
are providing data to a hidden third-party company to 
train an AI system is structurally hidden.

The intention of an artist when making a song available 
on Spotify is simple: reach existing and new audiences 
with their latest release. Spotify rightly fulfils this desire 
of the musician but at the same time reconfigures the 
object-song to train their AI in at least two ways. First, 
using NLP techniques, they acoustically dissect it to find 
similarities with others and improve Spotify’s proprietary 
recommendation algorithm: “you take a song and then break 
it down acoustically … chunk it up into little windows, and 
look at all the characteristics of that song” (Spotify 2021). 
Second, songs available on music platforms will likely be 
used as training data to create new music (Morreale 2021).

As another example, GitHub users host their code on 
the platform for many reasons, including supporting col-
laboration with other users, cloud storage for their code, 
and portfolios to demonstrate their capabilities to potential 
employers and other developers. It is safe to say that no user 
puts their code on GitHub with a voluntary intent to train 
an AI model that generates new code. Notably, in the case 
studies with an element of content generation (such as in 
AI music generation or Copilot), not only is the purpose of 
the work transfigured and commodified, but also the system 
is then used to replace the users who provided the training 
data in the first place. By adopting this lens, we anticipate 
seeing novel forms of labour exploitation emerging with an 
increased dependence on AI.

5.5  The unwitting labourers

Throughout the article, we have described unsuspecting AI 
trainers as “unwitting labourers”. It could be argued that 
the condition of being unwitting specifically refers to only 
one of the characteristics identified in this section: unaware-
ness. However, awareness—or wit—is a necessary condition 
for consent and monetary remuneration: one cannot enter 
contractual agreements and consent to them without know-
ing. Linguistic discussions aside, it is only the concurrent 
existence of all these characteristics that marks the idiosyn-
cratic aspects of the labourer we are describing. Variations 
of this labour, in which one or more of these characteristics 
are absent, exist. For instance, some workers are properly 
contracted and, albeit minimally, remunerated for solving 
CAPTCHA challenges (Pettis 2022). As another example, 
some musicians are at least partially knowingly involved in 
the production of new music AI systems. This is the case of 
the newly released AI music generation system by Google 
Research (Agostinelli et al. 2023), whose training included 
the work of musicians labelling 5521 music examples.

6  Discussion

Moulier–Boutang defined cognitive capitalism as a mode of 
“capture of gains arising from knowledge and innovation” 
(2011, p 57). Pasquinelli and Joler (2020) later applied a 
similar argument to AI, which they describe as an “instru-
ment of knowledge extractivism” (italicisation is ours). We 
argue that, for the category of individuals we have identi-
fied in this article as unwitting AI trainers, the object of 
capture is not simply knowledge or innovation but rather 
their humanness. With humanness, we refer to cognitive 
processes (e.g. preferences, conceptual associations, iden-
tifications, and resolutions) and perceptual performances 
(e.g. being able to read a word or distinguish a panda from 
an otter).1 These processes and performances depict what it 
means to be human and constitute the material with which 
ML systems are often trained.

In order to enact this process, a technical infrastructure 
is designed to perform a two-stage process. First, individu-
als are convinced or forced to perform micro-tasks that (so 
far) only humans can do. This stage is not always in place 
as these micro-tasks have already been performed, and the 
company only has to capture it, such as in the case of The 
Echo Nest or in the construction of image datasets scraped 

1 This latter category was described by Foley (2014) when discuss-
ing Internet users solving reCAPTCHAs. She suggested that psycho-
physical perceptual performances of human bodies have turned into 
“prosthetics for computation”.
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from the Internet. Second, these tasks generate information, 
which is then used to train AI models. This extraction pro-
cess thus becomes the basis of an artificial know-how, which 
may be deployed in a myriad of ways by property rights 
holders to generate rents. Importantly, individuals perform-
ing these micro-tasks are unaware of either of these two 
stages.

Our argument extends the idea of value capture from 
immaterial labour in contracted employment to value cap-
ture from individuals that are unwaged, unaware, non-con-
senting, and whose intention for voluntarily engaging with 
an activity has been repurposed. In a conventional relation-
ship, both employer and employee understand that at least 
some proportion of the value produced in labour production 
is not returned to the labourer. This is the extraction of sur-
plus value that powers capitalism. However, in the scenario 
we are focused on, the 'employee' is not aware that they are 
generating value extracted by AI proprietors: they do not 
appreciate that their immaterial labour has external value 
and do not use the collective power this affords to make 
demands of their ‘employers’.

The motivations for individuals to engage in these activi-
ties are multiple and deserves further scrutiny. Ekbia and 
Nardi (2017) set out to understand the un-obvious logic for 
performing volunteer labour in this context. They argue that 
predicaments like separation, precarity, and monotony incite 
this sort of participation to find relief from everyday strug-
gles. Also, they suggest that this form of participation is 
encouraged “through an intricate set of mechanisms com-
prised of social and emotional rewards, monetary compensa-
tion, and coercion”. When commenting on the exploitative 
nature of the Weather Channel apps, which “deceptively 
collect personal data as a business model”, Wakkary (2021, 
p. 197) identified a motivation for engagement in conveni-
ence. In general, however, humans working for humanness-
capturing machines have no option but to interact with these 
tools to receive certain benefits. This is what Latour (1994) 
defined an “obligatory passage-point”: users have to interact 
with the tools to be granted access to a specific website or 
function. An example, as noted by several scholars (Drott 
2018; Morreale & Eriksson 2020; Seaver 2022), are Spo-
tify’s users: while interacting with the Spotify interface, they 
constantly feed their preferences and ways of using the app 
into a proprietary recommendation algorithm. This form 
of relationship between Spotify and its users is asymmet-
ric, as the user—using the terminology of Marx as cited 
in Perelman (2000: 30).—is “compelled to sell themselves 
voluntarily”. The term users is thus not an accurate way of 
thinking about these phenomena, as they are (also) unwit-
ting labourers.

We conclude with a comment on the definition of the 
individuals participating in AI training. We argue that the 
linguistic strategy of labelling them as users or customers 
is a way of concealing the labour exploitation that is under-
way. The literature on AI, Human–Computer Interaction, 
and digital technologies more generally has normalised 
the term user, which has masked a loss of autonomy that 
is entirely consistent with that experienced by those doing 
labour. The autonomy these labourers once possessed by 
virtue of the skills and knowledge they command is taken 
from them as technology companies appropriate those 
skills and embody them in their technological products. 
Once this alienation is complete, artisans become labour 
units assigned to work with tools made available to them 
by their employers. Now that this type of labour exploita-
tion has been described and characterised, it can be put 
into terms that justify and describe the change. Our socie-
ties have allowed a business model founded on exploita-
tion to proliferate, and it should be in the interests of gov-
ernments to reorient the balance of power. Our future work 
includes further developing the theory underpinning our 
arguments, more concretely demonstrating the harm from 
this exploitation, and making the case to policymakers and 
the public that appropriate interventions are necessary to 
mitigate this unbridled accumulation of value and power.
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